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SUMMARY
The study of reality monitoring is concerned with the factors and processes that inﬂuence the
veridicality of memories and knowledge, and the reasonableness of beliefs. In thinking about the
mass media and reality monitoring, there are intriguing and challenging issues at multiple levels of
analysis. At the individual level, we can ask how the media inﬂuence individuals’ memories,
knowledge and beliefs, and what determines whether individuals are able to identify and mitigate or
beneﬁt from the media’s effects. At the institutional level, we can ask about the factors that determine
the veridicality of the information presented, for example, the institutional procedures and criteria
used for assessing and controlling the quality of the products produced. At the inter-institutional level
we can consider the role that the media play in monitoring the products and actions of other
institutions (e.g. government) and, in turn, how other institutions monitor the media. Interaction
across these levels is also important, for example, how does individuals’ trust in, or cynicism about,
the media’s institutional reality monitoring mechanisms affect how individuals process the media
and, in turn, how the media engages in intra- and inter-institutional reality monitoring. The media are
interesting not only as an important source of individuals’ cognitions and emotions, but for the key
role the media play in a critical web of social/cultural reality monitoring mechanisms. Copyright #
2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

The information, stories and advertisements we experience through the mass media (e.g.
books, newspapers, magazines, movies, television, radio, the Internet) contribute to our
memories, knowledge and beliefs, just as do the other experiences in our lives. It is unlikely
that there is one set of scientiﬁc principles that govern the processing of non-media
information and another that govern the processing of information derived from the media
(collectively referred to here as public narratives, Green, Strange, & Brock, 2002). Why
then should psychologists be interested in the media, in particular? The media constitute a
large repertoire of techniques for presenting information and engaging emotions about an
inﬁnite variety of topics, and have a potential for reaching vast numbers of people from
many different populations. Thus, public narratives potentially have a profound and
far-reaching inﬂuence on what we remember, know and believe about personally and
socially important topics, as well as less vital matters. Furthermore, media exposure can
have both intended and unintended effects, both from the perspective of the producer and
the consumer. In the future, the inﬂuence of public narratives will likely increase as more
people have access to more media and the world becomes even more interconnected via
television, movies, radio and the Internet. Systematic research focusing on the impact of
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the media will contribute to our understanding of cognition, emotion and social processes
by expanding the questions we entertain as well as testing the generality of our theoretical
ideas and ﬁndings. Conversely, our understanding of cognition, emotion and social
processes can and should contribute to the clariﬁcation of applied and socially important
issues concerning the impact of the media on individuals, social groups and cultures.
Generally, we expect the events in our lives to create memories, knowledge and beliefs. We
count on the persisting effects of our life experiences, our education and our on-the-job
training. Increasingly, people worldwide are exposed to and/or depend on information
derived from media sources. The impact of these public narratives on individuals is of
interest from both applied and theoretical perspectives. For example, investigators are
examining how narratives inﬂuence education, health behaviour and political judgments,
and are considering the cognitive and social processes involved (e.g. see chapters in Green
et al., 2002). Sometimes the educational or persuasive content is explicitly sought or
recognized by the recipient, and sometimes it is not recognized, but is implicit or
incidental, for example, to entertainment. The relative effectiveness of educational/
persuasive narratives versus entertainment narratives is particularly interesting (e.g. Slater,
2002). Such comparisons raise questions, for example, about the impact of involvement
(i.e. absorption, being transported, identiﬁcation) on the kind of systematic processing and
counterarguments (e.g. Chaiken, Wood, & Eagly, 1996; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) that
might affect the impact of a narrative.
One of the potentially most important pro-social uses of the popular media is in reducing
prejudice and intergroup conﬂict, either through explicitly educational narratives (e.g.
documentaries) or entertainment narratives (e.g. novels, serialized stories or telenovelas).
Interestingly, among hundreds of studies on prejudice, few have evaluated media effects
using randomized assignment of participants to conditions and/or behavioural outcome
measures rather than self-report questionnaires (Paluck & Green, 2008).

INDIVIDUAL REALITY MONITORING AND THE MEDIA
Of course, not all effects of the media are positive. The popular media could reinforce
stereotypes, lead viewers to have false beliefs about products or give potential voters
misinformation about public events or political candidates. For example, in 1998, a
Washington State Court ruled it was unconstitutional to ban false political advertising (New
York Times, 1998). Political advertising often is explicitly designed to induce false beliefs.
It involves vivid advertisements, repetition, encourages people to see relations that may not
exist and encourages us to process information with lax criteria. The possibility of
unintended negative effects or of people being manipulated in various ways without their
consent suggests that it is important to educate individuals about both potential positive and
negative effects of the media (i.e. educate for ‘media literacy’). And, as Potter (2004) notes,
media literacy programmes should be more effective if grounded in cognitive theory about
how the human mind works.
The fact that some experiences may have incidental or unwanted effects on cognition,
emotion and action, raises the question of the conditions under which people are able to
segregate wanted from unwanted inﬂuences. Reality monitoring refers to the processes
involved in attributing our mental experiences to memories, knowledge or beliefs that we
take to be veridical or not (e.g. Johnson, 1998, 2006; Johnson & Raye, 1981, 2000; Johnson
& Sherman, 1990). The source monitoring framework is a theoretical context for
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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summarizing and exploring the factors operating during encoding and later use of
information that affect the degree to which various sources are differentiated and weighted
in making attributions about mental experiences (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993;
Mitchell & Johnson, 2000). In the context of investigating the impact of public narratives
on thought and behaviour, from the reality/source monitoring point of view, fundamental
questions include assessing how people identify and misidentify the sources of inﬂuence or
potential inﬂuence on their memories, knowledge and beliefs, and their ability to ‘correct’
for inﬂuence (e.g. when they learn that a political advertisement included false
information). We behave as if we control whether or not public narratives affect us.
Otherwise, would we read some of the novels or see some of the movies that we do? What
is the nature of and limits of that control (e.g. Gilbert, Tafarodi, & Malone, 1993)? In the
United States, the unregulated production of, and free access to, media products is highly
valued. We believe that the truth arises from the expression of many voices (e.g. ACLU,
#10). We might think that we should not be too concerned about the effects of media
content because each individual brings to any event a unique combination of past
experiences that will inﬂuence how it affects them. Therefore, should anyone be held
accountable for producing or consuming narratives whose impact cannot be predicted? In
response, we might argue that, like other types of communication, the power of media
narratives comes in part from the fact that there is some consensus in what individuals or
groups derive from them. From this perspective, it makes sense to ask how public narratives
contribute to: gender, ethnic, racial, and age stereotypes; our beliefs about the causes of
psychological problems; our expectations about the behaviour of people in different
professions (e.g. doctors, lawyers, police ofﬁcers); the extent to which we trust or do not
trust public institutions; our understanding of current events and history; our beliefs about
science, about paranormal phenomena and so on.
Exploring the conditions that promote and prevent the positive and negative impact of
media on memories, knowledge and beliefs should enrich our thinking about basic
cognitive and emotional processes. Of course, a particular challenge is deﬁning positive
and negative outcomes. For example, is inaccurate information that produces positive
outcomes (e.g. promotes trust and communication) ever a good thing?
Findings and theoretical ideas from basic research are not necessarily easily available or
obviously relevant to those who might be in the best position to apply them. This is why
explicit efforts to create bridges between theoretical ideas and empirical ﬁndings from
basic research and various applied domains are especially important, as has been done, for
example, in education (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000), eyewitness testimony
(Loftus, 1996), jury decision-making (Hastie, Penrod, & Pennington, 1983), questioning of
suspects (Henkel & Coffman, 2004; Wrightsman & Kassin, 1993) and psychotherapy
(Lindsay & Read, 1994). Such efforts help teachers, police, lawyers, judges, clinicians and
social workers see the relation between basic research and the way information is presented
to students or juries, lineups are conducted, suspects questioned, children interviewed or
adults’ early childhood memories explored.
Just as a broader distribution of scientiﬁc ﬁndings regarding cognition has likely affected
the understanding and practices of teachers, lawyers and therapists, the creators and
consumers of public narratives should have an interest in and knowledge about the
potential impact of public narratives. However, the applications of empirical facts and
theoretical ideas will seem most relevant and be most persuasive when the situations
involve naturalistic or real-world conditions (e.g. ﬁnding that sewing machine sales
increased after a soap opera character succeeds in a clothing business, or visits to a family
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planning clinic increased after a series in which family planning was central to the plot,
Slater, 2002). Interestingly, media effects are not necessarily easy to demonstrate and may
be surprisingly small (McGuire, 1986). For manipulations to be practically useful, they
have to work in natural contexts. Hence, the use of randomized ﬁeld trials is a particularly
promising direction for work on narrative impact and other media effects (e.g. Cappella &
Jamieson, 1997; Paluck, submitted for publication; Paluck & Green, 2008).

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL REALITY MONITORING AND THE MEDIA
The study of the media provides a fertile context for examining both individual reality
monitoring and social/cultural reality monitoring (Johnson, 1996, 1998, 2002). Relevant
questions include: What factors create shared narrative impact? Beyond the personal, what
are the broader social and cultural consequences of various media: newspapers, magazines,
radio, TV, movies, novels, video game worlds, the Internet and virtual reality experiences?
To what extent do these sources help create or help maintain a shared cultural vision and,
for example, prompt political actions? What do we think about that vision and those
actions? Who decides (and how) which narratives and visions of reality should
predominate? For example, what should be the relative inﬂuence (and in what areas) of the
media (e.g. newspapers, producers of movies and TV programmes), of government,
lawyers, scientists, religious groups, school boards and parents? Should we be more
concerned about intentional or incidental effects? Can entertainment narratives be used to
advance pro-social agendas without generating accusations of brainwashing? Given that
cognition is constructive and reconstructive (e.g. Bransford & Johnson, 1973; Ross, 1989),
and individual reality monitoring processes are not perfect (e.g. Johnson, 2006; Johnson &
Raye, 1981; Zaragoza, Lane, Ackil, & Chambers, 1997), what mechanisms could help us
protect ourselves and others from potential distortions of our memories, knowledge and
beliefs? How should quality control be addressed without devolving into censorship?
The key role of the media in social/cultural reality monitoring of other institutions makes
it an attractive target for inﬂuence and outright corruption. Like opposition parties and a
court system, a free, diverse, and multiply owned media provides checks and balances on
government. McMillan and Zoido (2004) attempted to quantify the importance of these
institutions in Peru based on a remarkable set of records.
Peru has in place the full set of democratic mechanisms. . ..In the 1990s, Peru was
run . . . by its secret-police chief, Vladimiro Montesinos Torres. . ..Montesinos
methodically bribed judges, politicians, and the news media [and] kept meticulous
records of his transactions . . .. We use the bribe prices to quantify the checks and
balances . . ..The typical bribe paid to a television-channel owner was about a hundred
times larger than that paid to a politician, which was somewhat larger than that paid to a
judge. One single television channel’s bribe was ﬁve times larger than the total of the
opposition politicians’ bribes. The strongest of the checks and balances, by
Montesinos’s revealed preference, was television (p. 69).
Also consider an example from France. Chalaby (2004) noted that investigative
reporting is a relatively recent development in France, where journalism historically has
been primarily inﬂuenced by literature and politics (see also Carvajal & Bennhold, 2007).
Only since the 1980s has the idea begun to catch on that journalism should be a
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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‘fact-centred’ genre rather than (or in addition to) ‘opinionated speculation’ addressed at
the ‘interpretation of social and political events’. He also writes,
. . . corruption of the French press before the Second World War is well documented.
During most of the Third Republic, journalists received vast sums of money from four
different sources: the government (including the key ministries), political parties,
ﬁnancial institutions and foreign embassies . . ..When Charles de Gaulle came to power
in 1958, he was shown a three-page list of journalists on the secret payroll (McNeill,
1999) of the prime minister’s ofﬁce (pp. 1203-1204).
Of course, there are many dubious moments in the current practices and past history of
the U.S. press. However, beliefs about what is normatively desirable in news reporting
would probably be widely shared. High quality journalism has institutional, selfcorrecting, reality monitoring mechanisms. It has standards of openness to evidence,
fairness, skepticism and clear writing. Notwithstanding the difﬁculty of deﬁning or
achieving objectivity or truth (e.g. Bok, 1978; Hausman, 1992), it attempts to convey
differences between fact and opinion. It should include training in distinguishing between
what is and is not important for people to know, that objective and fair does not mean giving
equal voice to views regardless of the evidence supporting them, that there is a difference
between skepticism and cynicism. It establishes and maintains procedures for quality
control such as requiring corroboration from multiple, knowledgeable sources; the
possibility of challenge and clariﬁcation from editors; responses or corrections from public
editors (ombudsmen) or readers/listeners/viewers and from competing, independent news
sources.
When individual reporters violate such norms they may be publicly exposed and
punished. Famous cases include Janet Cooke, a reporter for the Washington Post who had a
Pulitzer Prize taken away when it was discovered that her award-winning story that
purportedly portrayed an individual and his experiences was actually a composite of people
and events (Pippert, 1989). Stephan Glass was ﬁred from the New Republic (Kurtz, 1998)
and Jayson Blair from the New York Times (NY Times, 2003) for fabricating stories. The
executive editor and managing editor responsible for overseeing Blair’s work also resigned
their positions, indicating that this was seen as a serious system failure rather than simply an
individual failure in ethics.
Perhaps more disturbing than individual reporters who purposefully violate reporting
norms to create a ‘good’ story are instances where other institutions inappropriately
inﬂuence press coverage. For example, the U.S. government has paid columnists for
favourable articles about government policies (cbsnews.com, 2005), and made ‘news’
videos and sent them to TV stations, which have broadcast them giving the impression they
were independent news (Barstow & Stein, 2005). Such instances are shocking because
government control or corruption of the press is probably one of the most dangerous
symptoms of pathological social/cultural reality monitoring (a symptom that we readily
recognize when we see it in other countries).
Other practices may be less obvious, thus perhaps more insidious. In Breaking the
News, Fallows (1997) describes the corrosive effect of two trends. The ﬁrst is treating news
as spectacle. Many journalists tend to cover politics as contests (e.g. focus on campaign
strategy and the ‘spin’ political consultants put on events) rather than as a way of
addressing public concerns. They emphasize conﬂict, highlighting polarized views rather
than the middle ground of potential solutions and achieved compromises. They focus on
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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predicting what might happen (they are often wrong) rather than explaining what did
happen. In interpreting politics as largely tactical, they convey little information and
encourage the public to be cynical about public servants and about whether progress can be
achieved on public problems. Consistent with this, Cappella and Jamieson (1997) report
studies on how presenting political differences in strategic rather than issue-oriented ways
can activate cynicism. They also suggest that a spiral of cynicism can result as the cynicism
directed at politicians becomes directed at the press. A press that is not trusted directly
undermines social/cultural reality monitoring.
A second corrosive trend that Fallows (1997) discusses is the ‘gravy train’ of celebrity
journalism or what he calls ‘pundit proﬁt centres’. Many of the most well-known
journalists are the people who appear on TV talk shows such as the McLaughlin Group,
Capital Gang, Crossﬁre, etc. Typically on such shows, political journalists from opposing
sides argue, interrupt each other, make predictions, but do not engage in very much deep
analysis of issues. Being on these shows does not require any real expertise because they
are largely for entertainment not enlightenment. Why do journalists do this? Fallows
(1997) suggests that one motive is that journalists who become known on TV receive large
fees on the lecture circuit. Furthermore, they sometimes appear before, and receive fees
from, groups that are involved in issues that the journalist might cover, a potential conﬂict
of interest. Fallows argues that presenting journalism as entertainment and accepting fees
for appearances before groups with political agendas contribute to the public’s cynicism
not only about politics, but about journalism. By eroding public trust in politicians,
government and themselves, Fallows suggests that such journalism creates disaffection and
decreases the chances that problems will be solved through democratic processes.
‘Journalism is the main tool we have for keeping the world’s events in perspective. It is the
main source of agreed-upon facts we can use in public decisions’ (Fallows, 1997, p. 128).
There are interesting research questions that could be explored concerning how
journalists who participate, and those who do not, view the consequences of engaging in
entertainment journalism, whether characteristics of entertainment journalism carry over
to pundits’ ‘real’ journalism, and whether entertainment journalism has the corrosive
impact on the public trust that Fallows suggests it does.
Many journalists have expressed concern about the implications of media presentations
of pseudofactual information, for example in ‘reality’ TV programmes and docudramas,
and questionable uses of technologies for altering photos (e.g. as in the darkened photo of
O. J. Simpson that appeared on the cover of Time, Wolff, 1994). They have raised questions
about the inﬂuence of business (e.g. advertisers) and the demands of the 24/7 news cycle on
what is covered. They have spoken out about their concern for the impact of these factors
on the perceived credibility of the media, especially as news blends into entertainment (e.g.
Fallows, 1997; Frontline, 2007; Garofoli, 2007; Hausman, 1992; Pew, 1999). Such
concerns and commentaries serve a within-institution reality monitoring function in that
they draw attention to current or developing deﬁcits in procedures the media uses and they
encourage their colleagues to take corrective action. As important, cross-institution reality
monitoring comes from communication and media studies researchers who analyze media
content and conduct empirical studies of the effects of the media (e.g. Cappella &
Jamieson, 1997). Jamieson and Waldman (2003) argue that the press is the ‘custodian’ of
fact and propose a number of guidelines for maintaining the quality of modern journalism.
Even when news organizations try to maintain a division between commentary and
opinion pieces on the one hand and fact-based reporting on the other, they may not be
entirely successful. In one clever approach to this question, Brescoll and LaFrance (2004)
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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examined the content of stories randomly selected from newspapers reporting research
ﬁndings on sex differences in human behaviour. Explanations were coded for whether or
not they were biological. Also assessed were each newspaper’s political ideology (based on
its endorsement of presidential candidates in the 1996 and 2000 elections) and the
traditionality of the paper’s sex role beliefs (based on whether or not it supported the
admission of women into military academies). Conservative political ideology and
traditionality of sex role beliefs together predicted a higher proportion of biological
explanations of sex differences offered in papers’ reporting of research results. Brescoll and
LaFrance also conducted an experiment in which they varied the context of ﬁctional
newspaper articles; undergraduates read biological or non-biological explanations (or no
news articles) of whether men or women were better at the identiﬁcation of plants.
Subsequently, participants who read the biological explanations were more likely than
participants who read social (or no) explanations to endorse gender stereotypes and
participants who read the social explanations were more likely than participants who read
the biological (or no) explanations to express the view that people can change. Thus, it
appears that reporting of science research is related to a newspaper’s editorial point of view
and such reporting affects readers’ views on related issues. The authors note that from this
study it is not clear whether ideology affects which research newspapers choose to cover or
how they cover the same stories. It is possible that either of these biases can creep in
without deliberate intent. What mechanisms can the media use to monitor for such effects
in news reporting?
What about media sources with chronic low quality reality monitoring? Should
individuals be protected from a media source that does not monitor itself well? Or should
individuals be responsible for protecting themselves (e.g. Potter, 2004)? Do consumers
have enough information to evaluate their media sources? Should media sources be rated
like automobiles (similar to Consumer Reports) or restaurants (similar to Zagat)?1 Media
watch groups such as Columbia Journalism Review, Center for Media and Public Affairs
and Project for Excellence in Journalism, and TV programmes such as Reliable Sources or
the PBS Frontline series News War, are evidence of the perceived need to monitor one of
our most important social/cultural reality monitoring institutions.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL REALITY MONITORING IN A BROADER
CONTEXT
Like individuals, social groups and cultures engage in reality monitoring (Johnson, 1996,
1998). And, like individuals, societies differ in their susceptibility to reality monitoring
errors. They differ in the extent to which they have mechanisms/institutions in place to
monitor the origin of information and engage in corrective processes to reduce errors and
distortions. Because the frontal cortex of the human brain is important in individual reality
monitoring (e.g. Johnson & Raye, 2000), I have suggested that (by analogy) certain
institutions constitute a society’s social/cultural ‘frontal lobes’ (Johnson, 1996, 1998).
These institutions include not only the media, but also the health care professions (e.g.
doctors, therapists), the courts (judges, lawyers, juries), businesses (auditors) and
knowledge generators (researchers, scientists, educators). All of these institutions
1
Some of the issues and difﬁculty of rating media information in one domain–Internet Websites providing health
information–are discussed by Jadad and Gagliardi (1998).
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contribute to a culture’s sense of what is ‘real’ or ‘true’ and what is ‘not real’ or ‘false.’ We
cannot expect any of these institutions to be perfect, any more than we can expect perfect
individual reality monitoring. The best of procedures will result in errors sometimes
because of the ambiguity of evidence, the difﬁculty in obtaining it and/or interpreting it or
the blindspots that our current social motives and cultural schemas produce. But we should
consider whether we have an acceptable rate of reality monitoring failures in our social
organizations and institutions or whether we have lesions in our cultural frontal lobes.
Figure 1 (from Johnson, 1996) shows a schematic of an fMRI scan of a patient (U.S.) with
bilateral damage in the Washington, D.C. area, near the Congressional sulcus, with
somewhat greater lesions on the right than the left. Patient U.S. shows the symptoms
characteristic of lesions in this region—perseveration in ineffective strategies, lack of
ﬂexibility, grandiosity and unawareness of deﬁcit. (Like H.M., U.S. is a case from which
we can learn. . .)
Professional programmes (e.g. law school, medical school, graduate programmes),
journalism schools, internships, apprenticeships and so forth constitute the credentialing
mechanisms that institutions have for transmitting the knowledge that is required to do a
job well. In addition to the ideas, facts and speciﬁc techniques in a domain, also conveyed
are the reality monitoring procedures and criteria that are thought appropriate in these
various institutions. These are the methods of quality control for the products of the
institution (within-institution reality monitoring) and the methods of quality control when
an institution monitors the quality of other institutions (cross-institution reality
monitoring). We may not be aware of, or may not fully appreciate, the importance of

Figure 1. Reconstruction from the MRI scan of patient U.S. illustrating cultural frontal lobe damage
(in black), from Johnson, 1996
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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individual reality monitoring processes unless they fail dramatically, as in schizophrenia or
cases of confabulation associated with brain damage. Likewise, we may not be aware of or
fully appreciate the importance of social/cultural reality monitoring processes unless they
fail dramatically. Such failures of within-institution reality monitoring and crossinstitution business oversight mechanisms contributed, for example, to the collapse of
Enron (Eichenwald, 2005) and the failure in the evaluation of intelligence about Iraq’s
development of weapons of mass destruction that contributed to the war in Iraq (e.g.
Barstow, 2005).
Who do we trust to do our social/cultural reality monitoring? Gallup Polls assessing
conﬁdence in institutions between the years 1994–2004 found only between 1/3 and 1/2 of
people surveyed said they had quite a lot of conﬁdence in: the Supreme Court, television
news, public schools, newspapers and the criminal justice system. In a survey from 2004,
when questions about honesty and ethical standards were asked not about institutions but
about members of these institutions, nurses were rated very high, judges in the middle and,
sadly, reporters, business executives, members of congress and lawyers were rated down
with car salesmen.
If we compare for 2004 the views about people and the institutions they are associated
with, there are some intriguing patterns: Teachers (73%) are trusted more than the public
schools (41%), but lawyers (18%) are trusted less than the justice system (34%) and
reporters (21%) are trusted somewhat less than newspapers (30%). Such patterns suggest
that people think in terms of trustworthy individuals in a less trustworthy or corrupting
institutional environment and untrustworthy individuals in a correcting institutional
environment. Of course, the best situation would be trustworthy individuals in a correcting
environment. Why should we need a correcting environment if individuals are trustworthy?
That is, can’t personal ethics solve many potential reality monitoring problems? Perhaps.
But appropriate institutional reality monitoring procedures should serve to improve the
products of even the most honest people in the best institutions. Reality monitoring is not
only about catching lies, but also about catching mistakes. In place institutional reality
monitoring procedures also can have the effect of encouraging the truth and preventing
mistakes. A potentially interesting research agenda would be to assess attitudes about
differences in the types of within and inter-institutional reality monitoring procedures
appropriate for different organizations and institutions (e.g. pharmaceutical industry vs.
electronics industry; medicine vs. journalism or politics; law vs. business).
Cross-institutional reality monitoring is a critical feature of our society—Journalists
monitor politics and business; courts monitor journalists and therapists; government
monitors business and science; academics monitor everyone. Perhaps most important, the
authority of any institution to engage in cross-institutional reality monitoring depends on
its intact within-institutional reality monitoring mechanisms. Thus deﬁcits in any of these
institutions and public cynicism about any of them (whether deserved or undeserved),
reduce their effectiveness in the web of social/cultural reality monitoring mechanisms.2
2
Science should be close to the ideal of trustworthy individuals in a correcting environment. Thus, we should be
especially concerned when science bypasses peer review and lobbies directly for research money (Weiner, 1999),
has journals that are run for proﬁt (Altman, 1999) and, of course, when scientists are involved in cases of scientiﬁc
fraud (Wade & Sang-Hun, 2006). These are serious issues for the scientiﬁc community because they erode our
trust in each other and public conﬁdence in science as a reality monitoring institution. It also makes it easier to
ignore scientiﬁc results for political or other reasons. It is as important to increase science literacy (e.g. Lopez,
2001) as to increase media literacy (e.g. Potter, 2004), and consideration of issues of social/cultural reality
monitoring are central to both.
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Institutions and cultures, as well as individuals, cannot function without intact reality
monitoring mechanisms that we can count on. How can we improve our social/cultural
reality monitoring without sacriﬁcing values such as freedom of expression, open access to
professions, an adversarial court system and free enterprise (Johnson, 1996)? Does public
exposure of errors in within-institution or across-institution reality monitoring increase or
decrease conﬁdence in institutions? What are the signs of normal reality monitoring errors
in a healthy system and more serious symptoms of pathology in a diseased system? Is it
easier to see pathology in other institutions and cultures than in our own? For institutions
and for a culture, as for individuals, what matters more than the truth of any particular
memory, knowledge or belief are the mechanisms in place for reality monitoring (Johnson,
1998).

CONCLUSIONS
Thinking about the media can stimulate our thinking about the cognitive and social
mechanisms of learning and memory, persuasion and inﬂuence, attitude formation,
perception of groups, decision making and problem solving, including the interaction
between cognition and emotion in all of these domains (Johnson, 2002). Are available
theoretical constructs (e.g. constructive and reconstructive processing, associations,
schemas, situation models, causal chains, source monitoring and source misattributions,
arousal, counter-arguing, accessibility, identiﬁcation, empathy, perspective taking,
motivated reasoning, social norms, social learning) sufﬁcient, or does understanding
the impact (and in some cases, lack of impact) of the media require considering new
variables and/or new principles, which might in turn provide insights about cognitive,
emotional and social processes in other domains? Considering the media causes us to ask
what makes a narrative effective; how cognition and emotion interact in the context of
processing ﬁctional and nonﬁctional narratives; how we identify reliable sources; how
individual differences (e.g. in tendency to be ‘transported’, in working memory, in
motivations) affect reality monitoring; and ask about similarities and differences between
factual and narrative truth. Considering media effects prompts reﬂection about the origins
and expressions of self- and group-identity in the media we produce and consume. It
challenges us to confront difﬁcult issues such as the difference between education and
propaganda, and tradeoffs between values such as freedom of expression and
accountability. Who should control the content and distribution of public narratives?
Should we as consumers more often self-censor what we process? What level of evidence
do we need to change our own media consumption habits? To change our children’s? To
attempt to change other peoples’ media productions and/or consumption habits via
persuasion or public policy?
Investigating the media presents a stimulating and challenging domain of research that
can beneﬁt from many disciplines. In addressing intriguing questions such as those
concerning individual reality monitoring and the media, and the media’s role in social/
cultural reality monitoring, there is much to build on from previous work in cognitive
psychology, social psychology, political psychology, media studies, communications,
sociology and marketing and advertising. The rapidly expanding public access to
information of varying quality, and the increasingly rapid exchange of information of
varying quality, suggests that understanding how the media inﬂuences individuals, groups
and cultures, is an important and challenging goal. Findings should have implications for
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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current and future theories in behavioural and social sciences and will raise, and perhaps
help address, important issues of professional practice and public policy.
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